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ABSTRACT

The evaluation of software technologies suffers because of the lack of quantitative assessment of their effect on software development and modification. A seven-step data collection and analysis methodology couples software technology evaluation with software measurement. Four in-depth applications of the methodology are presented. The four studies represent each of the general categories of analyses on the software product and development process: 1) blocked subject-project studies, 2) replicated project studies, 3) multi-project variation studies, and 4) single project studies. The four applications are in the areas of, respectively, 1) software testing strategies, 2) Cleanroom software development, 3) characteristic software metric sets, and 4) software error analysis.

1. Introduction

Software management decisions and research need to be based on sound analysis and criteria. However, it seems that many decisions and issues are resolved by inexact means and seasoned judgment, without the support of appropriate data and analysis. Problem formulation coupled with the collection and analysis of appropriate data is pivotal to any management, control, or quality improvement process, and this awareness motivates our investigation of the analysis processes used in software research and management. Our objectives for this work, which updates [14], include 1) structuring the process of analyzing software technologies, 2) investigating particular goals and questions in software development and modification, 3) characterizing the use of quantitative methods in analysis of software, and 4) identifying problem areas of data collection and analysis in software research and management.

Section 2 outlines a seven-step methodology for data collection and analysis. Section 3 discusses coupling the formulation of goals and questions with quantitative analysis methods. The application of the data collection and analysis paradigm in four empirical studies is presented in Section 4. Section 5 identifies several problem areas of data collection and analysis in software research and management. Section 6 presents a summary of this paper.

2. Methodology for Data Collection and Analysis

Several techniques and ideas have been proposed to improve the software development process and the delivered product. There is little hard evidence, however, of which methods actually contribute to quality in software development and modification. As the software field emerges, the need for understanding the important factors in software production continues to grow. The evaluation of software technologies suffers because of the lack of quantitative assessment of their effect on software development and modification.

This work supports the philosophy of coupling methodology with measurement. That is, tying the processes of software methodology use and evaluation together with software measurement. The assessment of factors that affect software development and modification is then grounded in appropriate measurement, data analysis, and result interpretation. This section describes a quantitatively based approach to evaluating software technologies. The formulation of problem statements in terms of goal/question hierarchies is linked with measurable attributes and quantitative analysis methods. These frameworks of goals and questions are intended to outline the potential effect a software technology has on aspects of cost and quality.

The analysis methodology described provides a framework for data collection, analysis, and quantitative evaluation of software technologies. The paradigm identifies the aspects of a well-run analysis and is intended to be applied in different types of problem analysis from a variety of problem domains. The methodology presented serves not only as a problem formulation and analysis paradigm, but also suggests a scheme to characterize analyses of software development and modification. The use of the paradigm highlights several problem areas of data collection and analysis in software research and management.

The methodology described for data collection and analysis has been applied in a variety of problem domains and has been quite useful. The methodology consists of seven steps that are listed below and discussed in detail in the following paragraphs (see also [14, 16]).

1) Formulate the goals of the data collection and analysis.
2) Develop a list of specific questions of interest.
3) Establish appropriate metrics and data categories.
4) Plan the layout of the investigation, experimental design, and statistical analysis.
5) Design and test the data collection forms or automated collection scheme.
6) Perform the investigation concurrently with data collection and validation.
7) Analyze and interpret the data in terms of the goal/question framework.

A first step in a management or research process is to define a set of goals. Each goal is then refined into a set of sub-goals that will contribute to reaching that goal. This refinement process continues until specific research questions and hypotheses have been formulated. Associated with each question are the data categories and particular metrics that will be needed in order to answer that question. The integration of these first three steps in a goal/question/metric hierarchy (see Figure 1) expresses the purpose of an analysis, defines the data that needs to be collected, and provides a context in which to interpret the data.

In order to address these research questions, investigators undertake several types of analyses. Through these analyses, they attempt to substantially increase their knowledge and understanding of the various aspects of the questions. The analysis process is then the basis for resolving the research questions and for pursuing the various goals. Before actually collecting the data, the data analysis techniques to be used are planned. The appropriate analysis methods may require an alternate layout of the investigation or additional pieces of data to be collected. A well planned investigation facilitates the interpretation of the data and generally increases the usefulness of the results.

Once it is determined which data should be gathered, the investigators design and test the collection method. They determine the information that can be automatically monitored, and customize data collection forms to the particular environment. After all the planning has occurred, the data collection is performed concurrently with the investigation and is accompanied by suitable data validity checks.

As soon as the data have been validated, the investigators do preliminary data analysis and screening using scatter plots and histograms. After fulfilling the proper assumptions, they apply the appropriate statistical and analytical methods. The statistical results are then organized and interpreted with respect to the goal/question framework. More information is gathered as the analysis process continues, with the goals being updated and the whole cycle progressing.

3. Coupling Goals With Analysis Methods

Several of the steps in the above data collection and analysis methodology interrelate with one another. The structure of the goals and questions should be coupled with the methods proposed to analyze the data. The particular questions should be formulated to be easily supported by analysis techniques. In addition, questions should consider attributes that are measurable. Most analyses make some result statement (or set of statements) with a given precision about the effect of a factor over a certain domain of objects. Considering the form of analysis result statements will assist the formation of goals and questions for an investigation, and will make the statistical results more readily correspond to the goals and questions.

3.1. Forms of Result Statements

Consider a question in an investigation phrased as "For objects in the domain D, does factor F have effect S?". The corresponding result statement could be "Analysis A showed that for objects in the domain D, factor F had effect S with certainty P.". In particular, a question could read "For novice programmers doing unit testing, does functional testing uncover more faults than does structural testing?". An appropriate response from an analysis may then be "In a blocked subject-project study of novice programmers doing unit testing, functional testing
domain from which they were obtained. Thus as the size of the sampled domain and the degree to which it represents other populations increase, the wider-reaching the conclusion.

The next section cites several software analyses from the literature and classifies them according to this scheme pictured in Figure 2. Segments of four examinations in different analysis categories will then be presented.

3.3. Analysis Classification and Related Work

Several investigators have published studies in the four general areas of blocked subject-project [17, 28, 30, 33, 35, 37, 38, 40, 55, 56, 60, 71], replicated project [1, 10, 21, 25, 31, 43, 44, 45, 48, 47, 52, 58, 60, 62, 63], multi-project variation [1, 3, 8, 11, 12, 18, 20, 22, 24, 66, 67, 68], and single project [2, 5, 9, 13, 15, 16, 32, 35, 54, 57]. Study overviews appear in [23, 51, 59, 61].

4. Application of the Methodology

The following sections briefly describe four different types of studies in which the data collection and analysis methodology described above has been applied. The particular analyses are 1) a blocked subject-project study comparing software testing strategies, 2) a replicated project study characterizing the effect of using the Cleanroom software development approach, 3) a multi-project variation study determining a characteristic set of software cost and quality metrics, and 4) a single project study examining the errors that occurred in a medium-size software development project.

4.1. Software Testing Strategy Comparison

After first giving an overview of the study, this section describes the software testing techniques examined, the investigation goal/question framework, the experimental design, analysis, and major conclusions.

4.1.1. Overview and Major Results

To demonstrate that a particular program actually meets its specifications, professional software developers currently utilize several different testing methods. An empirical study comparing three of the more popular techniques (functional testing, structural testing, and code reading) has been conducted with 32 professional programmers as subjects. In a fractional factorial design, the individuals applied each of the three testing methods to three different programs containing faults. The formal statistical approach enables the distinction among differences in the testing techniques, while allowing for the effects of the different experience levels and programs. The major results from this study of Junior, Intermediate, and advanced programmers doing unit testing are the following. 1) Code readers detected more faults than did those using the other techniques, while functional testers detected more faults than did structural testers. 2) Code readers had a higher fault detection rate than did those using the other methods, while there was no difference between functional testers and structural testers. 3) The number of faults observed, fault detection rate, and total effort in detection depended on the type of software tested. 4) Subjects of Intermediate and Junior expertise were not different in number of faults found or fault detection rate, while subjects of advanced expertise found a greater number of faults than did the others, but were not different from the others in fault detection rate. 5) Code readers and functional testers both detected more omission faults and more control faults than did structural testers, while code readers detected more interface faults than did those using the other methods.

4.1.2. Testing Techniques

Figure 3 shows the different capabilities of the three software testing techniques of code reading, functional testing, and structural testing. In functional testing, which is a "black box" approach [41], a programmer constructs test data from the program's specification through methods such as equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis [52]. The programmer then executes the program and contrasts
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uncovered more faults than did structural testing (α < .05).”

Result statements on the effects of factors have varying strengths, but usually are either characteristic, evaluative, predictive, or directive. Characteristic statements are the weakest. They describe how the objects in the domain have changed as a result of the factor. E.g., “A blocked subject-project study of novice programmers doing unit testing showed that using code reading detected and removed more logic faults than computation faults (α < .05).” Evaluative statements associate the changes in the objects with a value, usually on some scale of goodness or improvement. E.g., “A blocked subject-project study of novice programmers doing unit testing showed that using code reading detected and removed more of the expensive faults to correct than did functional testing (α < .05).” Predictive statements are a stronger statement type. They describe how objects in the domain will change if subjected to a factor. E.g., “A blocked subject-project study showed that for novice programmers doing unit testing, the use of code reading will detect and remove more logic faults than computation faults (α < .05).” Directive statements are the strongest type. They foretell the value of the effect of applying a factor to objects in the domain. E.g., “A blocked subject-project study showed that for novice programmers doing unit testing, the use of code reading will detect and remove more of the expensive faults to correct than will functional testing (α < .05).” The analysis process then consists of an investigative procedure to achieve the result statements of the desired strength and precision after considering the nature of the factors and domains involved.

Given any factor, researchers would like to make as strong a statement of as high a precision about the factor’s effect in as large a domain as possible. Unfortunately, as the statement applies to an increasingly large domain, the strength of the statement or the precision with which we can make it may decrease. In order for analyses to produce useful statements about factors in large domains, the particular aspects of a factor and the domains of its application must be well understood and incorporated into the investigative scheme.

3.2. Analysis Categorization

Two important sub-domains that should be considered in the analysis of factors in software development and modification are the individuals applying the technology and what they are applying it to. These two sub-domains will loosely be referred to as the “subjects,” a collection of (possibly multi-person) teams engaged in separate development efforts, and the “projects,” a collection of separate problems or pieces of software to which a technology is applied. By examining the sizes of these two sub-domains (“scopes of evaluation”) considered in an analysis, we obtain a general classification of analyses of software in the literature.

Figure 2 presents the four part analysis categorization scheme. Blocked subject-project studies examine the effect of possibly several technologies as they are applied by a set of subjects on a set of projects. If appropriately configured, this type of study enables comparison within the groups of technologies, subjects, and projects. In replicated project studies, a set of subjects may separately apply a technology (or maybe a set of technologies) to the same project or problem. Analyses of this type allow for comparison within the groups of subjects and technologies (if more than one used). A multi-project variation study examines the effect of one technology (or maybe a set of technologies) as applied by the same subject across several projects. These analyses support the comparison within groups of projects and technologies (if more than one used). A single project analysis involves the examination of one subject applying a technology on a single project. The analysis must partition the aspects within the particular project, technology, or subject for comparison purposes.

Result statements of all four types mentioned above can be derived from all these analysis classes. However, the statements will need to be qualified by the
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<tr>
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its actual behavior with that indicated in the specification. In structural testing, which is a “white box” approach [40, 42], a programmer inspects the source code and then devises test cases based on the percentage of the program’s statements executed (the “test set coverage”) [95]. The structural tester then executes the program on the test cases and compares the program’s behavior with its specification. In code reading by stepwise abstraction [41, 50], a person identifies prime subprograms in the software, determines their functions, and then composes these functions to determine a function for the entire program. The code reader then compares this derived function and the specifications (the intended function).

4.1.3. Investigation Goals

The goals of this study comprise four different aspects of software testing: fault detection effectiveness, fault detection cost, classes of faults detected, and effect of programmer expertise level. A framework of the goals and specific questions appears in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Structure of goals/subgoals/questions for testing experiment. (Each of these questions should be prefaced by “For Junior, Intermediate, and advance programmers doing unit testing, ...”.)

I. Fault detection effectiveness
   A. Which of the testing techniques (code reading, functional testing, or structural testing) detects the greatest number of faults in the program?
      1. Which of the techniques detects the greatest percentage of faults in the programs (the programs each contain a different number of faults)?
      2. Which of the techniques exposes the greatest number (or percentage) of program faults (faults that are observable but not necessarily reported)?
   B. Is the number (or percentage) of faults observed dependent on the type of software?

II. Fault detection cost
   A. Which of the testing techniques has the highest fault detection rate (number of faults detected per hour)?
   B. Which of the testing techniques requires the least amount of fault detection time?
   C. Is the fault detection rate dependent on the type of software?

III. Classes of faults detected
   A. Do the methods tend to capture different classes of faults?
   B. What classes of faults are observable but go unreported?

IV. Effect of programmer expertise level
   A. Does the performance of Junior, Intermediate, and advanced programmers differ in any of the above goal categories?

4.1.4. Experimental Design

Admittedly, the goals stated here are quite ambitious. It is not implied that this experiment can definitively answer all of these questions. The intention, however, is to gain insights into their answers and into the merit and appropriateness of each of the techniques.

A fractional factorial experimental design was employed in the analysis [27]. There were three testing techniques, three programs containing faults, and three levels of programmer expertise. Each subject used each technique and tested each program, while not testing a given program more than once. The analysis of variance model included the two-way and three-way interactions among the main effects, and nested the random effect of subjects within programmer expertise.

The programs were representative of three different classes of software: a text formatter (also appeared in [52]), an abstract data type, and a database maintainer [38]. The programs had 100, 117, and 305 lines of high-level source code, respectively, and were a realistic size for unit testing. They had nine, seven, and twelve faults, respectively, which were intended to be representative of commonly occurring software faults [90].

The subjects were professional programmers from NASA Goddard and Computer Sciences Corporation, a major NASA contractor. They had an average of 10 years professional experience (SD = 5.7).

For a complete description of the programs, faults, subjects, experimental operation, and analysis see [17, 59].

4.1.5. Data Analysis

Segments of the data analysis and interpretation for two of the goal areas appear in the following sections. Figure 5 displays the number of faults in the programs detected by the techniques.
4.15.1. Fault Detection Effectiveness

The subjects applying code reading detected an average of 5.09 (SD = 1.92) faults per program, persons using functional testing found 4.47 (SD = 1.34), and those applying structural testing uncovered 3.25 (SD = 1.80); the subjects detected an overall average of 4.27 (SD = 1.86) faults per program. The overall F-test that the techniques detected the same number of faults (Question 1.A) was rejected (α = .0001; the probability of Type I error is reported). Subjects using code reading detected 1.24 more faults per program than did subjects using either functional or structural testing (α<.0001, 95% confidence interval 0.73 - 1.76). Subjects using functional testing detected 1.11 more faults per program than did those using structural testing (α<.0007, 95% c.i. 0.52 - 1.70). Since the programs each had a different number of faults, an alternate interpretation compares the percentage of the programs' faults detected by the techniques (Question 1.A.1). The techniques performed in the same order when percentages are compared: subjects applying code reading detected 16.0% more faults per program than did subjects using the other techniques (α<.0001, c.i. 8.8 - 22.1%), and subjects applying functional testing detected 11.2% more faults than did those using structural testing (α<.0003, c.i. 4.1 - 18.3%). Thus comparing either the number or percentage of faults detected, individuals using code reading observed the most faults, persons applying functional testing found the second most, and those doing structural testing uncovered the fewest.

4.15.2. Fault Detection Cost

The subjects applying code reading detected faults at an average rate of 3.33 (SD = 3.12) faults per hour, persons using functional testing found faults at 1.81 (SD = 1.06) faults per hour, and those applying structural testing uncovered faults at a rate of 1.82 (SD = 2.14) faults per hour; the subjects detected faults at an overall average rate of 2.33 (SD = 2.20) faults per hour. The overall F-test that the techniques detected faults at the same rate (Question II.A) was rejected (α < .0014). Subjects using code reading detected 1.49 more faults per hour than did subjects using either functional or structural testing (α<.0003, c.i. 0.75 - 2.23). Subjects using functional and structural testing were not statistically different in fault detection rate (α>.05). The subjects spent an average of 2.75 (SD = 1.57) hours per program detecting faults. Comparing the total time spent in fault detection, the techniques were not statistically different (α>.05). Thus, subjects using code reading detected faults at a higher rate than did those applying functional or structural testing, while the total fault detection effort was not different among the methods.

4.15.6. Research Summary

The strategies of functional testing, structural testing, and code reading are compared in four different aspects of software testing: fault detection effectiveness, fault detection cost, classes of faults detected, and effect of programmer expertise level. The major results of this study appear in the earlier "Overview and Major Results" section.
Presented in this section are some fundamental features and results of an empirical study. The results given are from a sample of junior, intermediate, and advanced programmers applying the techniques to given programs with particular faults. The direct extrapolation of these findings to other testing environments is not implied. However, valuable insights into improving the effectiveness of software testing have been gained. For a complete presentation of the study, see [17, 59].

4.2. Cleanroom Development Approach Analysis

After first giving an overview of the study, this section describes the Cleanroom software development approach, the investigation goals, a replicated project study applying the Cleanroom approach, the analysis of its effect relative to a more traditional approach, and the conclusions.

4.2.1. Overview and Major Results

The Cleanroom software development approach is intended to produce highly reliable software by integrating formal methods for specification and design, complete off-line development, and statistically-based testing. In an empirical study, fifteen teams developed versions of the same software system (800 - 2300 source lines); ten teams applied Cleanroom, while five applied a more traditional approach. This analysis characterizes the effect of Cleanroom on the delivered product, the software development process, and the developers. The major results from this study of teams of novice and intermediate programmers building a small system are 1) most developers were able to effectively apply the techniques of Cleanroom; 2) the Cleanroom teams’ products more completely met system requirements and had a higher percentage of successful test cases; 3) the source code developed using Cleanroom had more comments and less dense complexity; 4) the use of Cleanroom successfully modified development style; and 5) most Cleanroom developers indicated they would use the approach again.

4.2.2. Cleanroom Software Development

The need for highly reliable software and for discipline in the software development process motivates the Cleanroom software development approach. In addition to improving the control during development, this approach is intended to deliver a product that meets several quality aspects: a system that conforms with the requirements, a system with high operational reliability, and source code that is easily readable and modifiable.

The Federal Systems Division of IBM [39, 41] presents the Cleanroom software development method as a technical and organizational approach to developing software with certifiable reliability. The idea is to deny the entry of defects during the development of software, hence the term "Cleanroom." The focus of the method is imposing discipline on the development process by integrating formal methods for specification and design, complete off-line development, and statistically-based testing. With the intention that correctness is "designed" into the software rather than "tested" in, developers are not allowed to test their own programs. They focus on off-line review techniques, such as code reading, inspections, and walkthroughs, to assert the correctness of their system. Independent testers then simulate the operational environment of the product with functional testing, record observed failures, and determine an objective measure of system reliability.

4.2.3. Investigation Goals

Some intriguing aspects of the Cleanroom approach include 1) development without testing and debugging of programs, 2) independent program testing for quality assurance (rather than to find faults or to prove "correctness" [39]), and 3) certification of system reliability before product delivery. In order to understand the effects of Cleanroom, the goals of this investigation are to 1) characterize the effect of Cleanroom on the delivered product, 2) characterize the effect of Cleanroom on the software development process, and 3) characterize the effect of Cleanroom on the developers. An example question under goal I would be "For teams of novice and intermediate programmers building a small system, does Cleanroom deliver a product more completely meeting its requirements than does a traditional development approach?". A complete framework of goals and questions for this study appears in [60].

4.2.4. Empirical Study Using Cleanroom

In order to pursue the above goals, an empirical study was executed comparing team projects developed using Cleanroom with those using a more conventional approach. Fifteen three-person teams each developed an approximately 1200 line electronic mall system over a six week period at the University of Maryland. The subjects had an average of 1.7 years professional experience. Ten three-person teams
applied Cleanroom, while the other applied a more traditional approach. The other aspects of the development were the same.

4.2.5. Data Analysis

Segments of the analysis and interpretation of the data collected in the study appear in the following sections, organized by the goal areas outlined earlier. The systems developed by the various teams ranged from 821 to 2284 source lines, from 410 to 900 executable statements, and from 18 to 67 procedures.

4.2.5.1. Characterization of the Effect on the Product Developed

Completeness of implementation was examined as one contrast among the operational properties of the systems delivered by the two groups (Question 1.A.1). A measure of implementation completeness was calculated by partitioning the required system into sixteen logical functions (e.g., send mail to an individual, read a piece of mail, respond, add yourself to a mailing list, ...). Each function in an implementation was then assigned a value of two if it completely met its requirements, a value of one if it partially met them, or zero if it was impermissible. The total for each system was calculated; a maximum score of 32 was possible. Figure 6 displays this subjective measure of requirement conformance for the systems (Cleanroom team in upper case; the significance levels for the Mann-Whitney statistics reported are the probability of Type I error in an one-tailed test). A first observation is that six of the ten Cleanroom teams built very close to the entire system. While not all of the Cleanroom teams performed equally well, a majority of them applied the approach effectively enough to develop nearly the whole product. More importantly, the Cleanroom teams met the requirements of the system more completely than did the non-Cleanroom teams.

In summary of the effect on the product, Cleanroom developers delivered a product that 1) more completely met system requirements, 2) had a higher percentage of successful operationally-based test cases, and 3) had more comments and less dense complexity.

4.2.5.2. Characterization of the Effect on the Development Process

Schedule slippage continues to be a problem in software development. It would be interesting to see whether the Cleanroom teams demonstrated any more discipline by maintaining their original schedules (Question 11.C). All of the teams from both groups planned four releases of their evolving system, except for team 'G' which planned five. At each delivery an independent party would operationally test the functions currently available in the system, according to the team's implementation plan. In Figure 7, we observe that all the teams using Cleanroom kept to their original schedules by making all scheduled deliveries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
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Summarizing the effect on the development process, Cleanroom developers 1) felt they more effectively applied off-line review techniques, while non-Cleanroom teams focused on functional testing; 2) spent less time on-line and used fewer computer resources; and 3) tended to make all their scheduled deliveries.

4.2.5.3. Characterization of the Effect on the Developers

The first question posed in this goal area is whether the individuals using Cleanroom missed the satisfaction of executing their own programs (Question III.A). Figure 8 presents the responses to a question included in the postdevelopment attitude survey on this issue. As might be expected, almost all the individuals missed some aspect of program execution. As might not be expected, however, this missing of program execution had no relation to several product quality measures.

Figure 8.
Breakdown of responses to the attitude survey question, “Did you miss the satisfaction of executing your own programs?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>13</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, I missed the satisfaction of program execution.</td>
<td>somewhat missed the satisfaction of program execution.</td>
<td>No, I did not miss the satisfaction of program execution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary of the effect on the developers, most Cleanroom developers 1) modified their development style, 2) missed program execution, and 3) indicated they would use the approach again.

4.2.6. Research Summary

This section describes a study of “Cleanroom” software development – an approach intended to produce highly reliable software by integrating formal methods for specification and design, complete off-line development, and statistically-based testing. This is the first investigation known to the authors that applied Cleanroom and characterized its effect relative to a more traditional development approach. The major results of this study appear in the earlier “Overview and Major Results” section.

This empirical study is intended to advance the understanding of the relationship between introducing discipline into the development process (as in Cleanroom) and several aspects of product quality (conformance with requirements, high operational reliability, and easily modifiable source code). A more complete description of the application of the Cleanroom in this study, the data analysis, and the conclusions appears in [50, 50].

4.3. Characteristic Software Metric Set Study

After first giving an overview of the study, this section briefly describes a characteristic software metric set, the investigation goals, empirical study, and data analysis.

4.3.1. Overview

In software development and maintenance, several metrics have been proposed to predict product cost/quality and to capture distinct project aspects. Since both cost/quality goals and production environments differ, this study examines an approach for customizing a characteristic set of software metrics to an environment. The approach is applied in the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL), a NASA Goddard production environment [6, 7, 20, 58]. The uses examined for a characteristic metric set include forecasting the effort for development, modification, and fault correction of modules based on historical data.

4.3.2. Characteristic Software Metric Sets

A characteristic software metric set is a concise collection of measures that capture distinct factors in a software development/maintenance environment. A characteristic metric set could be used to 1) characterize an environment, 2) compare an environment with others, 3) monitor current project status, or 4) forecast project outcome relative to past projects, when metrics in the set are available early in development.

4.3.3. Investigation Goals

The goals for this investigation are to 1) develop an approach for customizing a set of measures to particular cost/quality goals in a particular environment, II) calculate the metric set for the NASA/S.E.I. environment, and III) examine the usability of the approach as a management tool. An example question under Goal III would be “In the NASA/S.E.I. environment of projects and programmers, does determining a characteristic metric set and using historical data enable one to predict which
modules will be difficult to change". A goal/question framework appears in [18, 59].

4.3.4. Empirical Study

A proposed approach for calculating a characteristic set consists of three steps: 1) formulate the goals and questions that represent cost/quality factors in an environment, 2) list all measures that capture information relating to the goals, and 3) condense the measures into a set capturing distinct factors (e.g., by using factor analysis). This approach has been applied to six projects from the NASA/S.E.L. environment consisting of 652 newly developed modules. The projects range from 51,000 to 112,000 lines of FORTRAN and from 6000 to 22,000 person-hours of development.

4.3.5. Data Analysis

The particular goals chosen for the NASA/S.E.L. environment are to analyze system development effort, system faults, and system modifications. A total of 49 candidate process and product metrics were examined. The use of principal factor analysis isolated the characteristic metric set for the NASA/S.E.L. environment: [source lines, fault correction effort per executable statement, design effort, code effort, number of I/O parameters, number of versions].

4.3.6. Research Summary

This study investigates an approach for customizing a set of software metrics to an environment. A characteristic software metric set is intended to help support the effective management of software development and maintenance. The approach examined for building a characteristic metric set will be adaptable to different cost/quality goals and different environments. A more complete presentation of this study appears in [18].

4.4. Software Error Analysis

This section first gives an overview of the software error study, then describes the error classification schemes, investigation goals, software project examined, data analysis, and conclusions.

4.4.1. Overview and Major Results

Insights into the characterization and improvement of software development can be gained through analysis of the types of errors made during software projects. This study analyzes various relationships involving the errors occurring in one project from the NASA/S.E.L. production environment. The major results from this study of a team of intermediate and advanced programmers building a medium-scale system are the following. 1) A majority of the errors were due to incorrect or misinterpreted functional specifications or requirements. 2) The larger a module was, the less error-prone it tended to be. 3) Errors contained in modified modules required more effort to correct than did those in new modules. 4) Although both new and modified modules had a high percentage of interface errors, new modules had a higher percentage of control errors, while modified modules had a higher percentage of data and initialization errors. 5) The error data reflects that the developers were involved in a new application with changing requirements.

4.4.2. Error Classification

Several classification and distribution schemes were applied to the errors observed during the project. Two abstract classification schemes characterize the types of software errors. One error categorization method separates errors of omission from errors of commission. A second error categorization scheme partitions software errors into the six classes of 1) initialization, 2) computation, 3) control, 4) interface, 5) data, and 6) cosmetic. A third approach distinguishes among errors based on the source of the error during development, e.g., incorrect or misinterpreted requirements, design errors involving several modules, misunderstanding of the external environment, etc. An explanation of these classification schemes appears in [13]. These classification schemes are intended to distinguish among different reasons that programmers make errors in software development.

4.4.3. Investigation Goals

There are three goal areas in this investigation. 1) Characterize the frequency and distribution of errors that occurred during development. An example question would be "What are the sources of the errors that occur?". 2) Analyze the relationships between the frequency and distribution of errors and various environmental factors. An example question here would be "How does the reuse of existing design
and code relate to the effort required for error correction?". III.) Interpret the results of the analysis relative to other software error studies. "Are the distributions of error types in this project similar to errors in projects from the same (SEL) environment?" would be an example question under this goal area. Each of the above questions should be prefixed by "When a team of intermediate and advanced programmers builds a medium-size software project, ... ".

4.4.4. Empirical Study

The software project analyzed in the study was developed in the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL), a NASA Goddard production environment. The system developed was a general-purpose program for satellite planning studies and was approximately 90,000 lines of FORTRAN. The error data was collected over a period of 33 months, including the development phases of coding, testing, acceptance, and maintenance. The system represents a new application for the developers, even though it uses several algorithms similar to those in other SEL projects. Consequently, the system requirements kept growing and changing more than would be expected in a typical ground-support software project.

4.4.5. Data Analysis

Segments of the analysis and interpretation of the data collected in the study appear in the following sections, organized by the goal areas outlined earlier.

4.4.5.1. Characterize the Frequency and Distribution of Errors

In the system of 370 modules, there were a total of 215 errors found during the development, which were contained in 95 (26%) of the modules. Of the modules found to contain errors, 51% were newly developed modules and 49% were modified from previous projects. Figure 9 presents a distribution of the errors based on their source. Sixty-five percent of the errors was attributed to incorrect or misinterpreted functional specifications or requirements. Two thirds of the functional specification errors were in modules modified from systems with different applications. Therefore, although these modules had the desired basic function, it appears that they were not well-enough specified to be reused under slightly different circumstances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Source</th>
<th>% Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements incorrect or misinterpreted</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional specification incorrect or misinterpreted</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design error involving several modules</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in design or implementation of a single module</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misunderstanding of external environment</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in the use of the programming language or compiler</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.5.2. Analyze the Relationships Between Errors and Environmental Factors

Although modifying modules from previous systems may reduce the amount of coding effort, developers need to consider the effort required to correct any errors in the modified modules. Figure 10 displays the distribution of effort required for error correction in both new and modified modules. Forty-five percent of the errors required at least one day to correct. Of the errors needing at least one day to correct, a higher percentage were in modified modules (27% of total) as opposed to newly developed modules (18% of total). In general, errors occurring in newly developed modules needed less effort to correct than did those in modified modules.

4.4.5.3. Interpretation of the Errors Relative to Other Projects

Figure 11 compares the distribution of error sources in this project with another project developed in the SEL environment [69]. The other project shown is a typical SEL ground-support software project with a representative distribution of faults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correction Effort</th>
<th>% New</th>
<th>% Modified</th>
<th>% Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 hour or less</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hour to 1 day</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day to 3 days</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 3 days</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The overall distributions of errors sources are not very similar. In the typical SEL project, the project requirements tend to be stable and the appropriate high-level designs are pretty well understood. Hence, the majority of errors are localized within single modules. In the current project examined, the frequent change of the system requirements is reflected in a higher proportion of errors associated with incorrect or misinterpreted requirements.

4.4.5. Research Summary

This section describes an analysis of the errors found during a medium-scale software project. The study is intended to increase the understanding of relationships among types of errors, environmental factors, and project characteristics. A more complete presentation of the error analysis in this software project appears in [14].

5. Problem Areas

From the use of the data collection and analysis methodology, we identify several problem areas in data collection and analysis in software research and management. 1) The process of formulating intuitive problems into precisely stated goals is a nontrivial task. The inherent difficulty in goal writing reflects the uncertainty of all aspects of quality in the software product and development process. 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Source</th>
<th>Current Project (%)</th>
<th>Another SEL Project (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Incorrect or misinterpreted</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional specification Incorrect or misinterpreted</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design error involving several modules</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in design or implementation of a single module</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misunderstanding of external environment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error in the use of the programming language or compiler</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numerous software metrics have been proposed to measure distinct attributes of software. These metrics need to be validated to determine whether they actually capture what is intended. 3) The process of collecting accurate data is a continuing challenge. While there is increasing potential in automated collection schemes, the more common data collection forms are subject to incompleteness, inconsistency, and human error. 4) There have been a growing number of controlled experiments done to determine which factors contribute to software quality. In order for the results of these studies to apply to other environments, the samples (of programmers, programs, etc.) must be of sufficient size and be representative of production environments. 5) These controlled studies are expensive to conduct. Both industry and academia must help support these efforts; e.g., academic researchers using subjects from industry. 6) There seems to be an interdependency among several factors that contribute to product and process quality. The use of several techniques together may be effective as a "critical mass," making the isolation of their individual effects difficult. 7) The methods of analysis must account for the high variation in individual performance. Without careful planning, the many-to-one differential among humans can taint experimental results. 8) Researchers have rarely been able to reproduce results across environments. In addition to the lack of consistent use of measures, every software development or modification environment seems to differ.

6. Summary

Problem formulation coupled with the collection and analysis of appropriate data is pivotal to any quality improvement process. This work investigates various problem analysis approaches that are relevant to software research and management. A seven-step data collection and analysis methodology was described that has been feasible and useful in a variety of problem domains. Aspects of the approach include the use of the goal/question/metric paradigm and the need to couple proposed goals and questions with measurable attributes and appropriate analysis methods. We presented the goal structure, analysis, and preliminary conclusions for segments of four different types of studies in which the analysis methodology is applied: a blocked subject-project study comparing software testing strategies, a replicated project study characterizing the effect of using the Clearroom software development approach, a multi-project variation study determining a characteristic set of software costs and quality metrics, and a single project study examining the errors that oc-
curred in a medium-size software development project. In addition to exhibiting a research methodology and a spectrum of software analyses, these empirical studies are intended to advance the understanding of 1) the contribution of various software testing strategies to the software development process and to one another; 2) the relationship between introducing discipline into the development process and several aspects of product quality (conformance with requirements, high operational reliability, and easily modifiable source code); 3) the use of software metrics to characterize environments and predict project cost/quality outcome; and 4) the relationships between software error types and various aspects of development. Finally, we identified several problem areas in data collection and analysis in software research and management.
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